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Large eddy simulation of smooth-wall, transitional and fully
rough-wall channel flow
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Large eddy simulation (LES) is reported for both smooth and rough-wall channel
flows at resolutions for which the roughness is subgrid. The stretched vortex, subgrid-
scale model is combined with an existing wall-model that calculates the local friction
velocity dynamically while providing a Dirichlet-like slip velocity at a slightly raised
wall. This wall model is presently extended to include the effects of subgrid wall
roughness by the incorporation of the Hama’s roughness function U+(k+s∞) that
depends on some geometric roughness height ks∞ scaled in inner variables. Presently
Colebrook’s empirical roughness function is used but the model can utilize any given
function of an arbitrary number of inner-scaled, roughness length parameters. This
approach requires no change to the interior LES and can handle both smooth and
rough walls. The LES is applied to fully turbulent, smooth, and rough-wall channel
flow in both the transitional and fully rough regimes. Both roughness and Reynolds
number effects are captured for Reynolds numbers Reb based on the bulk flow speed
in the range 104–1010 with the equivalent Reτ , based on the wall-drag velocity uτ
varying from 650 to 108. Results include a Moody-like diagram for the friction
factor f = f(Reb, ),  = ks∞/δ, mean velocity profiles, and turbulence statistics. In
the fully rough regime, at sufficiently large Reb, the mean velocity profiles show
collapse in outer variables onto a roughness modified, universal, velocity-deficit
profile. Outer-flow stream-wise turbulence intensities scale well with uτ for both
smooth and rough-wall flow, showing a log-like profile. The infinite Reynolds number
limits of both smooth and rough-wall flows are explored. An assumption that, for
smooth-wall flow, the turbulence intensities scaled on uτ are bounded above by the
sum of a logarithmic profile plus a finite function across the whole channel suggests
that the infinite Reb limit is inviscid slip flow without turbulence. The asymptote,
however, is extremely slow. Turbulent rough-wall flow that conforms to the Hama
model shows a finite limit containing turbulence intensities that scale on the friction
factor for any small but finite roughness. C© 2012 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4731301]
I. INTRODUCTION
In the area of computational fluid dynamics, large eddy simulation (LES) has shown success in
addressing the challenges of direct numerical simulation (DNS) associated with its high computa-
tional requirements. As the Reynolds number (Re) is increased, the range of length scales existing
in most turbulent flows increases rapidly, requiring correspondingly higher resolutions for DNS.
The required grid points for DNS scales roughly as O(Re9/4), presently falling short of satisfying
DNS needs at engineering Reynolds numbers. LES takes a different approach by resolving the
larger scales while modeling the smaller scales. While LES of unbounded homogeneous and shear
turbulence is well established (e.g., Misra and Pullin,1 Ferrante et al.,2 Pitsch,3 Matheou et al.,4 and
Foysi and Sarkar5), LES of wall bounded flows has remained challenging, first, because the existence
a)namiko@caltech.edu.
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of a wall causes the length scales to be progressively smaller towards the wall, and second, owing
to near-wall anisotropy. For near-wall resolved LES, these phenomena tend to bring the required
computing resources up to O(Re1.8) (Piomelli6), close to that of DNS. However, the development
of near-wall modeled LES (Refs. 6–11) has broadened the range of applications of LES for wall
bounded flows. In near-wall modeled LES, the statistical effects of the near-wall anisotropic fine
scales are not resolved but modeled via wall models that attempt to approximate near-wall physics.
A summary of some current wall models is given by Inoue and Pullin.8 The progress of near-wall
modeled LES techniques has made it possible to simulate wall bounded flows at Reynolds num-
bers of engineering interest. However, at sufficiently high Reynolds number, wall roughness effects
emerge in experiments. Of notable example are the experimental studies in the Princeton Superpipe
that are pushing their maximum Reynolds number above 38 × 106 (Marusic et al.12). In this facility,
McKeon et al.13 recently confirmed that above Re = 20 × 106, even using advanced honing of pipes
to create smooth-wall conditions, roughness effects can be detected. This suggests that roughness
cannot be ignored in simulations like LES that aim to provide useful solutions in practice under high
Reynolds number conditions.
Roughness effects were famously studied in pipes by Nikuradse,14 introducing the hydrody-
namic concept of sand grain roughness ks to represent the unique size of sand grains that were
densely packed on the walls of pipes in his experiments. Colebrook15 found an empirical formula
for the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor by incorporating industrial pipe data sets and Nikuradse’s
concept of sand roughness. Later Moody16 used the latter with Colebrook’s formula to create the
Moody diagram that illustrates the dependence of friction factor on both Reynolds number and
relative roughness. This is a compelling visual of the four stages required to reach the fully rough
limit as Reynolds number increases: laminar flow, transition to turbulent flow over a smooth wall,
transitionally rough flow, and finally the fully rough asymptotic limit. Here, “fully rough” means
that the Reynolds number is sufficiently high but the roughness height is small, k/d  1, where k is
some length-scale measure of surface roughness and d is a characteristic length scale.
A common choice for the roughness length scale k is to denote it as the root-mean-square
(r.m.s.) of the physical surface height profile k(x, z) by kRMS. Nikuradse developed another roughness
length scale used commonly in later studies; he defined a parameter ks to represent the sand grain
size he used to roughen pipe surfaces. Popular empirical models (e.g., Colebrook15 and Cebeci and
Bradshaw17) that stem from Nikuradse’s data sets make use of ks as an input, making it necessary
for a non-sand grain rough surfaces to be characterized by an equivalent sand roughness. For any
experiments or simulations using rough surfaces other than sand roughened walls, their roughness
length scale is typically expressed as a “geometric” sand roughness ks∞, which is the size of sand
grains from Nikuradse’s experiments that are required to produce the same wall shear stress in
the fully rough regime (Jime´nez18). In what follows, we will characterize roughness by assigning
nominal ks∞ values without considering the exact surface profile k(x, z).
Later studies examined more closely the structure of wall bounded turbulent flow, especially in
the canonical flows (pipes, channels, and zero-pressure-gradient boundary layers). When roughness
is introduced, these flows admit to a classification of their behavior into three regimes depending
on the roughness height. The first regime comprises smooth-wall flow. Roughness heights in the
first regime range from k+ = 0 to when k+ grows large enough to cause the onset of transitional
roughness effects. Bradshaw19 highlighted the ongoing debate over which exact k+ represents the
correct threshold for the onset of transition, and whether or not such a threshold even exists. Presently
the upper limit of the first regime is considered in a broader sense as the roughness height k+ of the
nominal wall surface for which the friction factor first departs from Prandtl’s smooth-wall friction
factor relation.20 In this smooth regime, the classical view of the smooth-wall structure is that the
flow consists of a viscosity-dependent inner region and viscosity-independent outer region with the
inner (viscous) length scale ν/uτ and outer length scale δ.12 Here we denote molecular viscosity ν,
friction velocity uτ =
√(τw/ρ), where τw and ρ are the tangential wall shear stress and fluid density,
respectively, and finally geometry length scale δ which represents pipe diameter, half-channel height,
or boundary layer thickness.
The second regime comprises transitionally and fully rough flow. In the former, the friction
factor exhibits dependence on Reynolds number whereas in the latter it is independent of Reynolds
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number. In terms of scaling, transitional flows reach the fully rough asymptote when k+ becomes
large, thus indicating that the viscous length scale ν/uτ is no longer relevant compared to the
roughness length scale.21 Commonly found in flows in the second regime is that the inner flow
experiences a complex effect from wall roughness, and the outer flow only experiences a change
through the roughness-modified wall shear stress. This is known as Townsend’s hypothesis of outer-
layer similarity (Townsend22). For smooth-wall flows, the velocity defect profile u0 − u, where u0 is
some outer variable, is known to collapse on uτ and outer length scale δ, as derived from the law of
the wall by Millikan.12 Townsend’s hypothesis then suggests that the same scalings should collapse
this defect profile when roughness is introduced in the second regime. Schultz and Flack23 support
Townsend’s hypothesis through their experiments of the rough-walled boundary layer up to Reτ
= 10 100. Hama observed a momentum deficit in the outer layer mean-velocity profile caused by
roughness-element pressure losses and that this was accompanied by a shift downward in the mean
velocity profiles. A few exceptions to this observation include the experiments of Bechert et al.24
where the drag is observed to decrease for flow over ribbed surfaces causing an upward shift. To
account for the aforementioned shift, Hama modified the log law to include an additive roughness
function U+ (Hama25 and Schultz and Flack26). Subsequent data has confirmed this shift (e.g.,
Shockling et al.27) but not the functional dependence on k+s∞, despite U+ being widely adopted.
The debate surrounding this traces back to the inflectional profile of Nikuradse’s friction factor
compared to the monotonic profile of Colebrook during transition and it is on-going, as reviewed by
Marusic et al.12
In the third regime, as the height k of roughness elements grows to be extremely large, to a size
suggested by Jime´nez18 as being greater than k/δ ≈ 1/40, they penetrate well into the log law region
thus affecting a significant portion of it and demarcating the start of the third regime. The result is a
breakdown of similarity in the outer-layers.21 Presently we are not concerned with roughness of this
final regime, but rather, from this point onwards consider only the smooth flow in the first regime
and transitionally and fully rough flows in the second regime.
Although not the focus of this paper, we note that there exists a body of research concerned
with finding universal length scales and understanding roughness topography effects, especially as
it concerns ks∞. It is generally possible a posteriori to deduce ks∞ from a measured or simulated
velocity profile. However, as stressed in Schultz and Flack,23 to use only geometric properties of the
surface height distribution to predict ks∞ a priori remains an open problem of significant challenge
and importance. Most prior efforts have been devoted to surfaces with roughness characterized
by a single or few length scales. Schultz and Flack26 observed the collapse of nine single length
scale pyramid covered surfaces exhibiting smooth-wall results upon plotting in velocity-defect form
and supporting the use of similarity methods like Townsend’s. Jime´nez18 reviews the debate over
roughness types, covering k-type and d-type surfaces (see also Leonardi et al.28), 2D surfaces and
more. Also not the focus of this paper is the extensive work on geophysical flows viewed as rough
surfaces, e.g., atmospheric boundary layers; see Monin,29 Counihan,30 and Metzger and Klewicki.31
Finally we note that the present paper will consider only the canonical flows without transition to
turbulence or thermal effects.
There have been several DNS studies of rough-wall-bounded turbulent channel flows.32–35
Orlandi et al.32 considered 2D- and 3D-roughness elements which are 20% of their half channel
height and are fully characterized by grid points on the elements. Their flow visualization provided
insight into the complex flow structure near the roughness elements at Reτ of a few hundred. Flores
and Jime´nez35 took a different approach by simulating rough channel flows at Reτ = 630 where they
replaced non-slip wall boundary conditions of smooth wall with zero-mean velocity disturbances and
interpreted such perturbed velocity boundary conditions as the roughness effects. Their one-point
statistics and spectral analysis of the flow properties including the mean velocity profiles confirmed
Townsend’s outer layer similarity hypothesis with an exception of the very large scales, which are
known to correlate from the wall to the channel center. Additionally, they examined flows over
an individual disturbance, revealing the extent of the roughness sublayer to be about six times the
roughness height.
Only a few LES studies address surface roughness effects, e.g., Nakayama et al.36 and Anderson
and Meneveau.37 The latter perform LES of open channel flow as a model of the atmospheric surface
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layer with multi-scaled surface roughness in the fully rough regime (mimicking naturally rough
terrain). They search for a length scale parameter α such that the subgrid-scale (SGS) roughness
height, z0,  is proportional to the local root-mean-square of the unresolved part of height fluctuations,
σ , by z0,  = ασ . An appropriate value of α is found by requiring resolution-independence for the
total drag force. Once the value of α is determined, it is used to calculate the unresolved SGS part
of the stress boundary conditions for the LES, which is then combined with the resolved part of the
stress boundary conditions. A scale-dependent Lagrangian dynamic model is implemented, where
the Smagorinsky constant is calculated dynamically. In contrast to the traditional dynamic models,
this model exhibits improved performance when applied to high-Reynolds number wall-bounded
flows without refining the mesh near the walls. We note that since Anderson and Meneveau tailor their
simulations for geophysical flows over natural terrain, they maintain interest only in the fully rough
regime and neglect the viscous stress in the Navier-Stokes equations. Our present interest extends to
the capturing of the transitionally rough regime as well. This work also contrasts with Anderson and
Meneveau in that the viscosity or equivalently Reynolds number is fully quantified. Nakayama et al.36
compared post-filtered DNS with LES when both are performed on the same rough-wall geometry.
Their results suggested that unresolved LES subgrid roughness can be accounted for with additional
terms in the filtered momentum equation. An associated consequence is added computational cost
to evaluate the extra terms at every grid point. This differs from our approach wherein the direct
roughness effect is applied only in the wall model, or equivalently only within a half to one percent
of the half channel height (at the present resolution), while the rest of the flow responds to the rough
surfaces through the coupling between the outer LES and the wall model.
Presently, the roughness function U+ is incorporated directly into the wall model7 without
altering the SGS model,1 reflecting physically how the roughness is essentially viewed as an
additional drag that modifies the wall boundary condition on the outer flow. In particular, channel
flows with subgrid roughness are simulated in the fully developed turbulent regime. With a choice
of the Colebrook formula for the roughness function, we capture the flow in both transitionally
and fully rough regimes in terms of the friction factors, mean velocity profiles, turbulent statistics,
and dissipations. In what follows, we will first present a summary of the derivation of the stretched
vortex model and the wall model (Misra and Pullin,1 Chung and Pullin,7 and Inoue and Pullin8) in
Sec. II, followed by the extension of this approach to surface roughness in Sec. II D. Sections III–
VI describe some results and discussion of the LES, followed by conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. SGS MODEL AND WALL MODEL WITH ROUGHNESS
The implementation of the LES for a rough channel comprises two major parts, the stretched
vortex SGS model and the wall model. The former is unaffected by the introduction of roughness
whereas the latter needs to be modified to incorporate the roughness model. In this section, an
overview of the SGS model is given, followed by the extension of the wall model (Chung and
Pullin7) to include surface roughness. At this point, the wall model with roughness is developed
with a generic form of roughness correction. We then proceed to discuss the selection of the specific
form of roughness function used presently from numerous roughness functions available for other
flows and applications.
A. Stretched vortex SGS model
The stretched vortex approach is a structural SGS model designed to represent the statistical
effect of subgrid motion by using information from resolved scale quantities.1 It is assumed that the
subgrid vorticity in each cell comprises a superposition of stretched vortices, each unidirectional and
of “cylindrical” type. Upon coordinate transformation from the vortex-fixed frame to the lab-fixed
frame, the distribution of orientations of the vortex structures forms a probability density function
(PDF) which reflects the local anisotropy of the turbulence (Pullin and Saffman38). Extending the
assumption that the ensemble dynamics of subgrid scale motion are dominated by a vortex aligned
with a unit vector ev , modeled via a delta-function PDF, the subgrid stress tensor is given by (Pullin
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and Saffman38 and Chung and Pullin7)
Ti j =
(
δi j − evi evj
)
K . (1)
Here in (1), the subgrid stress tensor, Ti j = u˜i u j − u˜i u˜ j is expressed in terms of the unit vector, ev
and the subgrid kinetic energy K, which is given by the integral of the subgrid stress energy spectrum
E(k) as
K =
∫ ∞
kc
E(k)dk, (2)
where kc = π /c is the cut-off wave number and c = (xyz)1/3. In what follows, the derivation
of (1) is reviewed in more detail.
For subgrid stress closure, the subgrid kinetic energy K must be obtained as in (2). The energy
spectrum for turbulent incompressible flow E(k), an essential part of calculating the subgrid kinetic
energy, is known to have the asymptotic solution of the form (3) below for large wave number
k, where  is the dissipation rate per unit mass and η is the Kolmogorov length. This relation
was initially obtained by using dimensional reasoning by Kolmogorov, and later derived from the
Navier Stokes equation by Lundgren39 in the form of (4) for stretched spiral type vortices, where
a = evi evj Si j is the stretching along the subgrid vortex axis exerted by the resolved scales, and Sij is
the resolved strain-rate tensor
E(k) = 2/3k−5/3 F(ηk), (3)
= K02/3k−5/3 exp
(
−2k
2ν
3|a|
)
. (4)
Upon integration of (4) in accordance with (2), the subgrid kinetic energy is obtained as (5) in terms
of a group constant K′0 and an incomplete gamma function:
K = 1
2
K′0[−
1
3
, κ2c ], where [s, t] =
∫ ∞
t
us−1 exp(−u)du. (5)
Here, K′0 = K02/3λ2/3v , λv = (2ν/3|a|)1/2, and κc = kcλv . The approximation of [s, t] and the
evaluation of K′0 are given in Chung and Pullin.7
Chung and Pullin7 extended (1) to incorporate the transport of resolved-scale axial velocity,
modeled as a passive scalar, by SGS vortices as40,41,42,7
Ti j = u˜′i u′j + u˜′i u˜′j + u˜′i u′j ,
= K (δi j − evi evj )− Ks {evj evk ∂ u˜k∂xl (δli − evl evi )+ evi evk ∂ u˜k∂xl (δl j − evl evj )
}
, (6)
where 2Ks = γcK1/2 and γ is a momentum mixing constant. This extended version of the shear
stress is utilized subsequently to obtain a slip velocity in the implementation of the wall model.
B. Wall model with roughness: Friction velocity
The challenge in the LES of wall bounded flows is that the turbulent length scales become
progressively smaller towards the wall due to confinement of the near-wall eddies. In near-wall
resolved LES this is addressed by introducing a non-uniform mesh that has higher mesh refinement
near the wall, and thus capturing the near-wall fine scales. In wall-modeled LES the near-wall
anisotropic fine scales are modeled via a wall model, thus eliminating the need for higher grid
refinement. Chung and Pullin7 define a slip velocity at a lifted virtual wall, thus providing the outer
LES with slip Dirichlet boundary conditions. This wall model is presently extended to rough surfaces
while retaining two major features, first solving an ordinary differential equation (ODE) to obtain the
friction velocity and subsequently evaluating the slip velocity utilizing Townsend’s attached-eddy
hypothesis. We have denoted x, y, and z as stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise coordinates,
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respectively, and u, v, and w are the corresponding velocity components. The wall-parallel filtering
and wall-normal integration operators are defined by
φ˜(x, y, z, t) =
∫ ∫
φ (x ′, y, z′, t) G (x − x ′;  f ) G (z − z′;  f )dx ′dz′, (7)
〈φ˜〉 (x, z) = 1
h − k (x, z)
∫ h
k(x,z)
φ˜ (x, y, z) dy, (8)
where φ˜ denotes wall-parallel filtering and 〈φ〉 denotes a wall-normal average and  f is the filter
width much smaller than the viscous length scale.
We proceed to give a heuristic derivation of an ODE for the friction velocity uτ for the rough-
wall flow. Let the wall shape be y = k(x, z) with k(x, y) = 0 and define f(x, y, z) = k(x, z) − y. Here,
we denote ( ) as the average over the wall-parallel plane. The wall-normal (into the wall) is n =
∇f/|∇f| on f = 0. We consider a local control volume at the channel wall with x, z dimensions x,
z (the local grid size), and y-dimension an arbitrary thickness h. It is further assumed that x, z,
and h are all much larger than max|k(x, z)|. The four wall-normal surfaces intersect the wall and
the bottom surface is the wall itself. Applying top-hat filtering and averaging defined above to the
momentum equations, we obtain an integral form of the stream-wise momentum equation over the
control volume
∂
∂t

udV = −

n ·
(
u u + p
ρ
I − τ
ρ
)
d S, (9)
where τ = 2νS and S is the strain-rate tensor. The RHS of (9) essentially represents the flux of
momentum though the planes defining the control volume, and exterior force on the control volume
consists of the convective, pressure, and viscous terms with each contribution requiring special wall
boundary treatment upon our inclusion of rough walls.
The pressure term evaluated at the rough wall is non-zero due to the variation of n. Since the
roughness geometry of interest is subgrid, this pressure contribution from the rough wall introduces
an unknown term in the filtered-averaged momentum equation. A similar situation is found for the
viscous contribution at the rough wall, which is also in the form of surface integral over an unknown
surface geometry. Collecting all the flux contributions including unknown terms, and approximating
flux differences across wall-normal surfaces in terms of wall-parallel derivatives, the cell-averaged
stream-wise momentum equation for the control volume is rewritten as
∂ 〈˜u〉
∂t
+ ∂〈u˜u〉
∂x
+ ∂〈u˜w〉
∂z
+ 1
h
u˜v|h
= −∂ P˜
∂x
∣∣∣∣
h
+ ν
h
∂ u˜
∂y
∣∣∣∣
h
− 1
h
[
1
x z

w
P nx d S − ν
x z

w
n · ∇u d S
]
, (10)
where P = p/ρ, nx is the stream-wise component and the surface integral

w
denotes the integral over
the wall. The last two integral terms are the unknown pressure and viscous terms due to roughness.
To encapsulate the wall skin friction contributions, we define the friction velocity uτ as
u2τ =
1
x z

w
P nx d S − ν
x z

w
n · ∇u d S = 1
ρ
τw, (11)
where τw is the surface drag force per unit area and ( ) refers to an average over the intersection of
the control volume (cell) and the wall. The differential equation (10) then becomes
∂ 〈˜u〉
∂t
+ ∂〈u˜u〉
∂x
+ ∂〈u˜w〉
∂z
+ 1
h
u˜v|h = −∂ P˜
∂x
∣∣∣∣
h
+ ν
h
∂ u˜
∂y
∣∣∣∣
h
− 1
h
u2τ . (12)
Equation (12) is identical to the smooth-wall case (see Chung and Pullin7) but contains a generalized
definition of the friction velocity to account for the additional pressure drag and corrected viscous
contributions to the total surface drag for rough walls. The smooth-wall case with the conventional
definition of uτ is recovered with k(x, y) = 0 and n = (0, 1, 0).
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C. Inner scaling
The unsteady term of (12) is treated with a general form of inner scaling. A classical but
empirical roughness correction to inner scaling accounts for an increased momentum deficit due to
the surface drag on the roughness elements, resulting in a downward shift of the inner-scaled mean
velocity profile (Schultz and Flack26). Such a downward shift is quantified via roughness function,
−U+ which is incorporated in the inner scaling as
u˜ = uτ
(
F1
(
y+
)− U+ (k+s∞)) , (13)
where y+ = yuτ /ν (Jime´nez18) and we take F1(0) = 0. The first term F1(y+) is the common term
for both smooth and rough walls while −U+ (k+s∞) is the roughness function expressed in terms
of geometric roughness, ks∞ and k+s∞ = ks∞uτ /ν. Applying the wall-parallel filter, wall-normal
average, and temporal derivative, we obtain the expression given by
∂
∂t
〈u˜〉 = d
dt
(
uτ
h
∫ h
0
F1
(
y+
)− U+ (k+s∞) dy) , (14)
where the friction velocity is spatially and temporally variant, i.e., uτ = uτ (x, z, t). Performing the
time derivative then gives
∂
∂t
〈u˜〉 = ∂uτ
∂t
(
u˜ |h
uτ
− k+s∞
∂U+
∂k+s∞
)
. (15)
Note that integrals of F1(y+) do not appear in this expression owing to cancellation.
Substitution of (15) into the averaged-filtered momentum equation (12) and approximations of
the filtered-averaged nonlinear terms as values at y = h (one-point estimates), we obtain an ODE for
uτ as
duτ
dt
=
−∂ u˜u
∂x
∣∣∣∣
h
− ∂ u˜w
∂z
∣∣∣∣
h
− ∂ P˜
∂x
∣∣∣∣
h
− 1
h
u˜v |h +νh
∂ u˜
∂y
∣∣∣∣
h
− 1
h
u2τ
u˜ |h
uτ
− k+s∞ ∂U
+
∂k+s∞
. (16)
The height h protrudes to the first or second cell of the LES domain and all filtered quantities on
the right-hand side are provided by the LES itself. The presence of surface roughness is apparent in
the denominator of (16) in the form of the derivative of U+, which indicates that the roughness
function is dependent on the inner-scaled roughness height and that the friction velocity is calculated
dynamically at each wall point. Equation (16) allows local dynamical calculation of uτ . In practice,
an equivalent differential equation for η = u2τ /ν is solved.7, 8 While for the present channel flow,
the wall-averaged uτ can be calculated using an integrated pressure-gradient, wall-drag balance
(essentially an extension of the above argument to the whole channel), (16) is more general and can
be used for boundary layer flows in the presence of pressure gradient. Further formal extensions of
(16) to three-dimensional boundary layers in the presence of wall curvature are straightforward as
are the incorporation of more general roughness functions which are functions of several roughness
scales U+(k+(1)s∞ , k+(2)s∞ , k+(3)s∞ , . . .).
D. Wall model with roughness: Slip velocity at a lifted, flat virtual wall
Chung and Pullin7 defined three near-wall regions: (I) 0 < y < hν , essentially the viscous
sublayer and part of the buffer layer, (II) hν < y < h0, part of the overlap layer where the shear stress
is approximately constant and is modeled by the extended stretched vortex SGS model consisting of
attached vortices aligned with the stream-wise direction, (III) h0 < y, where non-universal outer flow
features are computed by LES coupled with the original stretched vortex SGS model of detached
subgrid vortices aligned with the most extensive strain-rate direction. The lifted virtual wall refers
to a plane at y = h0, somewhere within the overlap region. In region (I), the velocity shows a linear
profile, i.e., u˜+ = y+ where u˜+ = u˜/uτ and y+ = yuτ /ν. We take h+ν to be the intercept of the linear
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and empirical log-profile of the law of the wall, which is h+ν ≈ 11 for a hydrodynamically smooth
wall.
A summary of the derivation of the slip velocity is presented by Inoue and Pullin.8 The deriva-
tion begins by assuming that the total shear stress is approximately constant (Townsend22) and
that in the overlap region (region II) near-wall vortices are stream-wise aligned (e.g., Head and
Bandyopadhyay43 and Robinson44). Such conditions allow us to reduce the Reynolds shear stress
(6) to
Txy = −12γII K
1/2c
du˜
dz
. (17)
Now, we further assume that the near-wall region can be modeled by a hierarchy of stream-wise
aligned vortices whose scales are proportional to the wall distance (Chung and Pullin7). Along with
(17), we arrive at
du˜
dy
= 1K1
uτ
y
, where K1 = − γII K
1/2
2
(−Txy/uτ ) . (18)
The idea is called attached eddies (Nickels et al.45) as opposed to detached eddies existing in the
outer part of the flow where the vortices are unaware of the wall. Upon integration of (18) and setting
the constant of integration by requiring that the log law intersects with the linear-relation near the
wall at a particular distance from the wall, y+ = h+ν (Chung and Pullin7), a log-relation is obtained
for the velocity in the overlap layer above smooth walls as
u˜ = uτ
(
1
K1 log
(
y+
)+ B) , (19)
where B = h+ν −K−11 log
(
h+ν
)
. The extension of this relation to rough surfaces is carried out through
the application of the roughness correction U+
(
k+s
)
to this relation. Thus, we obtain the velocity
profile in the overlap layer above rough surfaces as
u˜ = uτ
(
1
K1 log
(
y+
)+ B − U+ (k+s∞)) . (20)
We now assume that we can apply a slip-velocity boundary condition at a flat, lifted virtual
wall at h0 > k(x, z). It is in this sense that the roughness is considered subgrid. The slip velocity is
obtained using (20) evaluated at y = h0. Further, to simplify the expression for K1, we recall the
assumption that the total shear stress is approximately constant in the overlap region, which allows
for modeling the constant value of the total shear stress as the geometric average of its value at the
true wall and at the virtual wall, hence, we obtain
u˜ |h0= uτ
(
1
K1 log
(
h+0
)+ B − U+ (k+s∞)) , where K1 = − γII K 1/22 (−Txy |e˜s ) . (21)
We can consider K1 as an instantaneous local Ka´rma´n constant. Chung and Pullin7 estimate the
vertical momentum mixing constant as γII = 0.45 by matching Townsend’s structure parameter—a
measure of the relative amount of shear stress to vortex kinetic energy—at the interface of regions
(I) and (II). Typically, the height of the virtual wall h0 is determined as some fraction of the first grid
size, and presently h0 = 0.18y is used.
In summary, the near-wall SGS model, for subgrid roughness, is implemented as follows: for
every cell adjacent to the walls, (16) is solved for uτ and hence the friction velocity is calculated
dynamically. Then the log-relation (21) is used to obtain the slip velocity at the lifted virtual wall at
y = h0. These processes are coupled with the outer LES in two ways: first, some terms in the RHS
of the ODE (16) as well as the shear stress Txy |e˜s necessary for evaluating K1 are supplied by the
outer LES. The resultant slip velocity at the lifted virtual wall provides the LES with the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The roughness functions are left in implicit form to accept any roughness type
and empirical formula appropriate to the specific use of the model. The explicit form of roughness
function is discussed subsequently.
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E. Wall-normal velocity boundary condition
We have thus far considered wall-parallel slip velocity to incorporate surface roughness effects,
yet it is also possible to account for wall-normal velocity at the virtual wall with roughness taken
into consideration. The filtered continuity equation is given by
∂ u˜
∂x
+ ∂v˜
∂y
+ ∂w˜
∂z
= 0. (22)
By integrating this continuity equation from the actual wall to the virtual wall height and assuming
that the filtered span-wise velocity is zero, we obtain the vertical velocity at the virtual wall as
v˜ |h0= −h0
∂〈u˜〉
∂x
. (23)
Utilizing an inner-scaling argument, which is similar to how (15) is obtained for the wall-parallel
velocity boundary condition, leads to the expression for the wall-normal velocity boundary condition,
v˜ |h0= −h0
∂uτ
∂x
(
u˜ |h0
uτ
− k+s∞
∂U+
∂k+s∞
)
. (24)
In the studies of Flores and Jime´nez35 and Orlandi and Leonardi34 where the roughness effects are
modeled by finite velocity perturbation at wall boundaries, the wall-normal velocity is observed to
have influences on the flow. Here, the wall-normal velocity has been calculated passively in the
simulation at each wall point to identify the relative magnitudes of the wall-normal velocity to
wall-parallel slip velocity. It has been found that the wall-normal velocity is three to four orders of
magnitude smaller than the wall-parallel slip velocity, thus, the vertical velocity at the virtual wall
is omitted in our simulations.
F. Roughness function
The explicit forms of roughness functions have been of interest in theoretical, experimental,
and computational studies of wall bounded turbulent flows. They are influenced by both universal
roughness effects (as in Townsend22) and potentially by the individual choice of roughness types
according to their geometric profile. A comprehensive summary of roughness functions is presented
by Jime´nez.18 Presently roughness is quantified in terms of geometric roughness ks∞ and the well
established Colebrook empirical formula (25) is used for the roughness function (Jime´nez18):
U+ = κ−1 log (1 + 0.26k+s∞) . (25)
The geometric roughness in wall units can be expressed in terms of the Reynolds number Reτ
and relative roughness ,
k+s∞ =  Reτ ,  ≡
ks∞
δ
, Reτ = uτ δ
ν
. (26)
When the Colebrook formula is incorporated in our wall model, the second term of the denom-
inator in (16) becomes
k+s∞
∂U+
∂k+s∞
= 1K1
0.26 k+s∞
1 + 0.26 k+s∞
,
= 1K1
0.26  δ uτ /ν
1 + 0.26  δ uτ /ν . (27)
Here, the locally and dynamically determined values of the Ka´rma´n constantK1 and friction velocity
uτ are obtained from the outer LES and wall model, respectively. We remark that (16) together
with (27) shows dependency on uτ in both the denominator and numerator. Additionally, with the
introduction of the Colebrook formula, the log-relation (21) takes the following form:
u˜ |h0= uτ
(
1
K1 log
(
h+0
)+ B − 1K1 log (1 + 0.26 k+s∞)
)
. (28)
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We remark that the roughness function is a model input supplied by experiment, theory, low Reynolds
number DNS, or some other means. This gives our LES a semi-empirical character. Nonetheless,
the use of a roughness function is confined to the wall model only, which presently operates over
0.5%–1% of the half channel height δ, depending on resolution. The choice of roughness function
should be determined by specific surface type.
III. RESULTS
The incompressible LES-modeled Navier Stokes equations are solved numerically for a rough-
wall channel of dimensions Lx × Ly × Lz (stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise directions,
respectively). The fully conservative skew-symmetric form of the nonlinear terms is employed. The
span-wise direction is treated spectrally, making use of the periodic boundary conditions, which then
allow for using a pseudo-spectral method for the nonlinear term in this direction with a p1th-order
Fourier exponential filter, which mimics the 2/3 rule, in order to prevent aliasing errors (Gottlieb and
Shu46 and Chung and Pullin7). The other two directions (stream-wise and wall-normal directions) are
discretized via fourth-order finite difference on a staggered grid with Dirichlet boundary conditions
at the top and bottom walls and periodic boundary conditions in the stream-wise direction in
accordance with an infinite channel. All the terms are treated explicitly except for the wall-normal
viscous diffusion terms. The temporal discretization is achieved via a low-storage third-order semi-
implicit Runge-Kutta method (Spalart et al.47) with a fractional step method at each stage obtained
through approximate LU decomposition (Perot48 and Inoue and Pullin8). The incompressibility is
enforced by the pressure-Poisson equation, which reduces to a series of two-dimensional Helmholtz
equations and ultimately a series of linear equations. Such reduction of the Helmholtz equation is
achieved through Fourier expansions in the span-wise direction and cosine transforms in the other
directions (Inoue and Pullin8). The boundary treatment, in part, follows Morinishi et al.49 where a
ghost-point scheme extends the grid points beyond the computational domain so that a consistent
stencil can be employed throughout. The ghost-point scheme is designed to globally conserve mass
and momentum and is effectively equivalent to a one-sided finite-difference scheme at the walls.8
Prior to discussing the present high Reynolds number LES, we make contact with the DNS
results of Hoyas and Jime´nez50 for smooth-wall channel flow at Reτ ∼ 2000 and Flores and
Jime´nez,35 who performed channel-flow DNS at Reτ ∼ 630 where the non-slip and impermeability
velocity boundary conditions were perturbed by zero-mean fluctuations in order to model the effect
of roughness. The mean velocity profiles and stream-wise turbulent intensities are shown in Fig. 1.
For the rough-wall cases, the DNS profile at Reτ = 632 and k+s∞ = 129 was obtained by perturbing
both the stream-wise and wall-normal velocities. Also shown is our LES profile at k+s∞ = 100. Only
a few LES data points overlap the DNS. This is because our LES has the requirement that the
roughness be subgrid. Since k+s∞ =  Reτ , then k+s∞ = 100, Reτ = 632 would give  ≈ 0.16 which
violates this condition with the present uniform grid. Our LES uses Reτ = 2 × 104 and  = 5 × 10−3.
Also included on the plot is the Colebrook-corrected log law. The DNS result at k+s∞ = 129 lies on
the LES results and the associated Colebrook corrected log law at k+s∞ = 100. This discrepancy in
the equivalent sand roughness is because Flores and Jime´nez obtained the mean velocity shift by
fitting their mean velocity profile to a roughness modified log law, which was then used to solve
for the equivalent sand roughness. Additionally, they reported that the value of the mean velocity
shift varied by ∼15% depending on the value of the Ka´rma´n constant, leading to varying values of
equivalent sand roughness. Note that while they used κ = 0.41 for their analysis, our LES suggests
κ = 0.37. The comparison of the stream-wise intensity (Fig. 1(b)) features only the rough-wall
cases and shows reasonable agreement between the DNS result of Flores and Jime´nez and our LES
results. A relatively large discrepancy is observed closer to the wall and is attributed to the present
wall-modeled LES, which does not resolve the near-wall region.
Large eddy simulations are implemented with two different resolutions over a range of the
relative roughness  = ks∞/δ as well as the Reynolds number Reτ : 650, 2 × 103, 4 × 103, 2 ×
104, 2 × 105, 2 × 106, 1 × 107, 2 × 107, and 2 × 108, which are summarized in Table I. The
upper limit of the roughness is imposed by the assumption that the roughness of interest is subgrid,
and hence it should not exceed the height of the lifted virtual wall, ks∞ < h0. This implies that the
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FIG. 1. Comparison between LES and DNS (Refs. 35 and 50): (a) mean velocity profiles and (b) stream-wise turbulence
intensity.  : LES  = 0 (smooth),  : LES k+s∞ = 100, dash-dot line: DNS smooth, solid line: DNS k+s∞ = 129, dotted
line: log law with the Colebrook formula associated with LES (only in (a)).
upper limit of the relative roughness is resolution dependent. With the current wall model, this upper
limit of the relative roughness is estimated as  < 0.18z/δ. In this section, five major results are
discussed: friction factor from LES, empirical equivalent Moody diagram, mean velocity profile,
universal asymptotic velocity defect profile, and turbulent statistics.
A. Friction factor from LES
Channel flows are driven by the mean pressure gradient. One way of measuring this is to define
the friction factor. For both channel and pipe flows, friction factor is defined as the mean pressure
gradient scaled by the dynamic pressure. The friction factor is defined by
f ≡ −2 δ dp/dx
ρ u2b
= 2 τw
ρ u2b
, (29)
= 2u
2
τ
u2b
, (30)
TABLE I. Summary of LES simulations. The first letter of each case indicates the resolution (high or low). The first and
second number of each case indicate different realizations of  and Reτ , respectively.
Case Reτ Lx/δ Ly/δ Lz/δ Nx Ny Nz  Reτ
L0.1–L0.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 0 0
L1.1–L1.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 1 × 10−4 0.065–200
L2.1–L2.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 5 × 10−4 0.325–1000
L3.1–L3.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 1 × 10−3 0.65–2000
L4.1–L4.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 2 × 10−3 1.3–4000
L5.1–L5.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 192 48 48 5 × 10−3 3.25–10000
H0.1–H0.9 650–2 × 108 32 2 8 384 96 96 0 0
H1.6 2 × 106 32 2 8 384 96 96 1 × 10−6 2
H2.6 2 × 106 32 2 8 384 96 96 5 × 10−6 10
H3.5–H3.6 2 × 105–2 × 106 32 2 8 384 96 96 1 × 10−5 2–20
H4.5 2 × 105 32 2 8 384 96 96 5 × 10−5 10
H5.1–H5.9 650–2 × 108 32 2 8 384 96 96 1 × 10−4 0.065–200
H6.1–H6.9 650–2 × 108 32 2 8 384 96 96 5 × 10−4 0.325–1000
H7.1–H7.9 650–2 × 108 32 2 8 384 96 96 1 × 10−3 0.65–2000
H8.1–H8.6 650–2 × 106 32 2 8 384 96 96 2 × 10−3 1.3–4000
H9.1–H9.9 650–2 × 108 32 2 8 384 96 96 5 × 10−3 3.25–10000
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Reb
f
FIG. 2. Friction factor as a function of Reb at various roughness . Open symbols, high resolution H5.1–H9.6. Solid symbols,
low resolution L0.1–L5.6. Symbols indicate  :  = 0, ©:  = 1 × 10−4, :  = 5 × 10−4, :  = 1 × 10−3, :  = 2
× 10−3, and  :  = 5 × 10−3. Dashed line, empirical results from Sec. III B. Solid line, theoretical laminar result
f = 12/Reb.
where ub denotes the channel bulk velocity, and τw is the wall-averaged shear stress. We have used
−dp/dx = τw/δ for the channel flow and τw = ρ u2τ , where u2τ is the wall-time-averaged square
friction velocity.
From each LES the friction factor f is calculated in accordance with (30) where the time-average
of the ratio of wall-averaged u2τ to bulk velocity u2b at every instance is calculated. Defining the bulk
Reynolds number as Reb = δub/ν then defines LES-generated points for the function f = f(, Reb).
These are shown in Fig. 2 against Reb for various . The open and solid symbols distinguish the
high resolution cases (H5.1–H9.9) and low resolution cases (L0.1–L5.6), respectively. These results
can be viewed as a Moody-like diagram obtained from LES for the given U (k+s∞). Our results
cover the fully turbulent regime consisting of smooth, transitionally rough, and fully rough flows.
For the smooth-wall case  = 0, the friction factor continuously decreases with Reynolds number.
In contrast, at fixed  > 0, the friction factor decreases with Reynolds number, passing through
a Reynolds number dependent phase in the hydrodynamically smooth regime and the transitional
regime, and finally approaches a Reynolds number independent phase in the fully rough regime.
This asymptotic rough-wall limit is not built into either the wall model or the LES but results from
the overall LES-wall-model dynamic calculation.
B. Empirical equivalent Moody diagram
The original Moody diagram is a representation of friction factor in a pipe as a function of
Reynolds number and roughness as introduced by Moody.16 It is a graphical representation of an
empiricism developed by Colebrook.15 Presently we obtain an empirical Moody-diagram for channel
flow for comparison with the LES results. We utilize an empirical log law corrected for roughness
with the Colebrook formula as
u˜(y)
uτ
= 1
κ
log
( yuτ
ν
)
+ B + 
κ
W
( y
δ
)
− 1
κ
log (1 + 0.26Reτ ), (31)
where here κ is the empirical Ka´rma´n constant, B is the constant term of the log law,  is the
Coles wake factor, W (y/δ) is the universal wake function and uτ ≡
√
u2τ is here interpreted as an
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average (wall or time-averaged or both) friction velocity. Presently, for simplicity we neglect the
wake contribution since it is small for channel flow.
In integrating (31) to obtain ub, an approximation to the velocity profile below the log-region
is required. Three possible approximations are: (I) The log law is assumed to extend to the wall at
y+0 = 0 which is the lower integration limit. (II) The log law is solved for y+0 assuming u+(y+0 ) = 0
and this result is substituted as the lower integration limit y0 such that the inner scaled velocity is
zero at the lower integration limit. (III) The piecewise integral of the linear and log-profiles of the
velocity with intercept h+ν . For rough walls, this intercept depends on  and hence it requires solving
a relation equating the linear and log-profiles of the velocity, which does not have real solutions for
k+s∞ > 14 approximately. The three methods of computing ub were all implemented and found to
give similar results to plotting accuracy. In practice, Method (I) is used owning to its simplicity for
which
ub
uτ
= Re−1τ
[∫ Reτ
0
(
κ−1 log y+ + B − U+) dy+] ,
= 1
κ
(log (Reτ ) − 1) + B − U+. (32)
Evaluating the integral and substituting it into (30) together with the Colebrook formula U+(k+s∞)
then gives an empirical f = f(, Reτ ). Since Reb = Reτ ub/uτ , Eq. (32) can also be used to evaluate
Reb = Reb(, Reτ ) from which curves of f = f(, Reb) can be constructed. These are shown in
Fig. 2 in addition to the LES results. The empirical results and LES results are well matched with
some difference for low Reb. For the highest relative roughness case of  = 5 × 10−3, the equivalent
sand roughness height actually exceeds the virtual wall height, thus violating one of the assumptions
of subgrid roughness. Nonetheless the friction factors are robustly calculated and match the empirical
curve reasonably well. With the lower resolutions, the friction factors at all the Reynolds number
and roughness are slightly under-predicted. For this reason, most results in this paper are drawn from
the higher resolution cases H0.1–H9.9.
The limiting case of the empirical friction factor in the fully rough asymptotic regime can be
obtained by taking the limit of (32) when Reτ → ∞ with  fixed. This gives
lim
Reτ→∞
f = lim
Reτ→∞
2
[
1
κ
(log (Reτ ) − 1) + B − 1
κ
log (1 + 0.26Reτ )
]−2
,
=
⎧⎨⎩
2(
B − κ−1 (log (0.26  ) + 1))2 for  = 0
0 for  = 0.
(33)
For  > 0, this limit is shown in Fig. 3 together with the LES estimate obtained at Reb = 2 × 106
with good agreement for our high-resolution LES. At lower resolution, the LES underestimates the
limit compared to the higher resolution case.
C. Mean velocity profiles
The inner-scaled, mean velocity profiles from the LES results show collapse on constant values of
Reτ ranging from 2 to 2000 as illustrated in Fig. 4 for {: 0, 1 × 10−6, 5 × 10−6, 1 × 10−5, 5 × 10−5,
1 × 10−4, 1 × 10−3} and {Reτ : 2 × 104, 2 × 105, 2 × 106, 2 × 107, 2 × 108}. At each value
of Reynolds number, the inner-scaled mean velocity profile is shifted downwards as the relative
roughness is increased, and this is expected in rough-wall flows where surface drag is increased by
roughness elements. The wall effect is visible, although it is relatively small. The sensitivity of the
LES to the height of the virtual wall, i.e., the value of h0/y has been investigated for 0.09 < h0/y
< 0.36. It has been shown that the centerline velocity of each case does not depart from the case
with the currently adopted value of 0.18 by more than 5%, being consistent with the observation of
Chung and Pullin.7
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f
FIG. 3. High Reynolds number limit of friction factor for rough walls. Open symbols, fully rough regime (H5.6, H6.6, H7.6,
H8.6, H9.6). Solid symbols, fully rough regime (L1.6, L2.6, L3.6, L4.6, L5.6). Solid line, mathematical limit of empirical
result.
Also plotted in Fig. 4 are empirical velocity profiles, where the empirical Ka´rma´n constant is
taken as κ = 0.37. We recall from (31) that with a roughness correction, the log law intercepts are
shifted downwards, and that the amount of the shift solely depends on the value of k+s∞ = Reτ .
This is consistent with the LES results in Fig. 4. For the smooth-wall cases ( = 0), the LES fits well
with the empirical results with its intercept B = 11 − log (11)/0.37 = 4.5. This value of the intercept
is in agreement with our wall model definition in (18) and, due to our higher Reynolds number
regime, is consequently lower than the classic value of ≈5 (as in the numerical study at Reτ = 620
conducted by Moin and Kim51). For rough walls, the LES results also closely align themselves with
the empirical profiles having intercept 11 − log (11)/0.37 − log (1 + 0.26Reτ )/0.37 for each value
y+
u
uτ
FIG. 4. Mean velocity profiles. Open symbols, LES results ×: Reτ = 0,: Reτ = 2, ©: Reτ = 10, : Reτ = 20, : Reτ
= 100, : Reτ = 200, and  : Reτ = 2000. Dashed lines, empirical log law with Colebrook’s formula.
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of Reτ , thus providing a quantification of the momentum loss due to roughness from the perspective
of an inner-scaled mean velocity profile. We note that the LES profiles span the transitionally rough
regime.
D. Universal asymptotic velocity deficit profile
When wall surfaces are rough there exists a universal asymptotic velocity profile in the limit of
Reτ →∞. To demonstrate this we take the limit of the empirical log law with Colebrook’s roughness
correction by allowing Reτ → ∞ and we arrive at a universal, asymptotic velocity-deficit profile
for rough walls. Our analysis starts by considering the ratio of the mean velocity to the centerline
velocity, u˜(y)/uc, where uc is the channel centerline velocity. We write this as (34) and consider
both ratios on the RHS separately:
u˜ (y)
uc
= u˜ (y)
uτ
uτ
uc
. (34)
The first ratio u˜(y)/uτ is given by the empirical log law with Colebrook’s roughness correction
(31) and its limit is expressed in terms of the wall-normal distance and relative roughness  in the
limit of large Reynolds number as
lim
Reτ→∞
u˜ (y)
uτ
= lim
Reτ→∞
1
κ
log
(
y+
)+ B − 1
κ
log (1 + 0.26 Reτ ) ,
= 1
κ
log
( y
δ
)
+ B − 1
κ
log (0.26 ) . (35)
The second ratio uτ /uc is given by the log law with Colebrook formula evaluated at the centerline y
= δ, whose limit of high Reynolds number is obtained as
lim
Reτ→∞
u˜ (δ)
uτ
= lim
Reτ→∞
uc
uτ
= lim
Reτ→∞
1
κ
log
(
δuτ
ν
)
+ B − 1
κ
log (1 + 0.26Reτ ) ,
= B − 1
κ
log (0.26) . (36)
Using these two ratios (35) and (36) in (34) then gives the ratio of u˜(y)/uc in the high Reynolds
number limit as
u˜(y)
uc
= κ
−1 log (y/δ) + B − κ−1 log (0.26 )
B − κ−1 log (0.26 ) , (37)
which can then be rearranged to obtain the deficit form
K
(
1 − u˜(y)
uc
)
= − 1
κ
log
( y
δ
)
, where K = B − κ−1 log (0.26 ) . (38)
Equation (38) is a universal roughness-modified velocity deficit scaled in outer variables uc and δ.
We remark that, since when Reτ → ∞, we expect uτ ∼ uc/K, then this is consistent with Townsend’s
hypothesis.22 Figure 5 shows the LES results plotted in the form of the LHS of (38) that are to be
compared with the RHS of (38) using κ = 0.37. The left figure (Fig. 5(a)) includes all LES data
regardless of the Reynolds number or roughness level (H5.1–H9.6). These cases include profiles for
the transitionally rough regime up to the fully rough regime, and they are observed to deviate from
the log-profile suggested by (38). In Fig. 5(b), however, the profiles are limited to those that show
collapse on the RHS of (38), including the most rough case of  = 5 × 10−3 at Reτ = 2000 as well as
the least rough cases of  = 1 × 10−4 at Reτ = 2 × 106. Physically, the collapse can be explained by
Townsend’s hypothesis, noting that the LHS of (38) recovers the standard defect form in the limit of
high Reynolds number. Commonly true for the collapsed profiles is that the values of k+s∞ are above
the order of unity, which approximately corresponds to the fully rough regime in our friction factor
plot (Fig. 2). This supports that given a sufficiently large value of k+s∞, the high-Reynolds-number-
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y/δ
(a)
y/δ
(b)
FIG. 5. Universal asymptotic velocity profiles. (a) K (1 − u˜(y)/uc) for H5.1–H9.6 and (b) K (1 − u˜(y)/uc) for H5.5–H5.6,
H6.4–H6.6, H7.4–H7.6, H8.3–H8.6, and H9.2–H9.6. Solid line, κ−1log (y/δ). Symbols, LES results.
asymptotic-limit is in fact universal with a Colebrook-type roughness characterization. Presently we
have used an empirical roughness function with U+ ∼ κ−1log (Reτ ) with  = ks∞/δ. Equation (38)
suggests an empirical method for determining an equivalent geometric roughness for a given surface
defined as ks∞, obtained by determining the value of K that gives the best fit for the experimental
velocity profile. Values for B and κ would be required.
E. Turbulent statistics
We now examine turbulent statistics to explore roughness and Reynolds number effects on
statistical quantities scaled on the outer length scale δ and friction velocity uτ . We consider single
point statistics above the virtual wall including fluctuations of velocity and Reynolds shear stress
while distinguishing between the subgrid and total components of these quantities. First, we examine
a set of data where the entire range of Reτ and  is present, i.e. smooth, transitionally rough, and
fully rough regimes, shown in Fig. 6. A common observation in all these statistical quantities is their
uniform collapse upon scaling with uτ , although a weak dependence on Reτ and  over the range
of Reτ from 2 × 103 to 2 × 108 is noted except at Reτ = 650, since the wall model is designed for
higher Reynolds number. Also notable in Fig. 6 is that the subgrid components of the fluctuations in
the span-wise and wall-normal direction as well as in the Reynolds shear stress illustrate an inherent
feature of the stretched vortex SGS model, being that the subgrid components are dominant near the
wall while their effect is felt to a lesser extent as we approach the centerline. Statistics for smooth-wall
cases are now examined below in Sec. III E 1 followed by the rough-wall cases in Sec. III E 2.
1. Smooth-wall cases:  = 0
A subset of data in Fig. 6 corresponding to the statistics of smooth-wall cases is discussed.
Over the full range of Reynolds number (650 ≤ Reτ ≤ 2 × 108) in these cases, we observe at least
some degree of Reynolds number dependence, yet when only the higher Reynolds number cases
are considered, as in Fig. 7, a remarkable improvement in collapse is observed. In addition to their
collapse, Reynolds stresses show linear profiles ranging from zero at the channel centerline to unity
at the wall.
Recent studies of smooth-wall flows (e.g., Marusic and Kunkel52) suggest that the stream-wise
intensities show a log-profile for the outer part of smooth flat-plate boundary layer flow. The stream-
wise intensities from our smooth-wall LES are plotted on semi-log axes in Fig. 8. While the profiles
show variations for small Reynolds numbers (Reτ ≤ 2 × 105) as we observe in Fig. 8(a), those at
high Reynolds numbers (Reτ ≥ 2 × 106) collapse well as log(y/δ) in the outer flow in Fig. 8(b).
The LES cannot probe the near-wall region and so we expect our results to be accurate only for y/δ
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y/δ
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y/δ
w 2
u2τ
(c)
y/δ
−u v
u2τ
(d)
FIG. 6. Turbulent statistics for both smooth and rough walls over full range of Reynolds number. Solid lines, total components.
Dashed lines, subgrid components. Reynolds number and relative roughness ranges are 650 ≤ Reτ ≤ 2 × 108 and 0 ≤  ≤ 5
× 10−3.
y/δ
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y/δ
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u2τ
(b)
y/δ
w 2
u2τ
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y/δ
−u v
u2τ
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FIG. 7. Turbulent statistics for smooth-wall at high Reynolds number. Open symbols, total components. Solid symbols,
subgrid components.  : Reτ = 2 × 106, ©: Reτ = 1 × 107, : Reτ = 2 × 107, and : Reτ = 2 × 108.
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y/δ
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y/δ
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(b)
FIG. 8. Stream-wise velocity fluctuations on log-scaled wall-normal distance for smooth-wall cases. (a) Over full range of
Reynolds numbers (H0.1–H0.9) and (b) at high Reynolds number. Open symbols, total components. Solid symbols, subgrid
components. *: Reτ = 650, × : Reτ = 2 × 103,  : Reτ = 2 × 104, ©: Reτ = 2 × 105, : Reτ = 2 × 106, : Reτ = 1
× 107,  : Reτ = 2 × 107, and  : Reτ = 2 × 108. Dashed line indicates the fitted line according to (39).
≥ 0.05. Here the stream-wise fluctuations are bounded above by the sum of a log-profile plus an
additional term T(y/δ) introduced to represent the departure of the profile from the logarithmic line
near the centerline
u′2
u2τ
= α log
( y
δ
)
+ β + T (y/δ) . (39)
Clearly T(y/δ) → 0, as y/δ → 0. In (39), ( ) denotes the temporal-planar average, and ( )′ denotes the
fluctuating quantities. Allowing an adequate distance from the wall and centerline, where T(y/δ) is
very small, the coefficients in each case are determined by a least-squares regression, which are then
averaged across the range of both  and Reτ to obtain (α, β) = (− 1.82, 0.433). The implications of
this result are explored in Sec. VI.
2. Rough-wall cases:  ≥ 0
Smooth-wall data makes up one end of the Reτ range, while at the other end is the rough-wall
data, shown in the fully rough regime in Fig. 9. In comparison to the all-encompassing plot of Fig. 6
where smooth, transitionally rough, and fully rough cases are included, the collapse of exclusively
fully rough cases improves, with persisting weak dependencies on Reynolds number and roughness.
Note that, for the total components of Reynolds stress in the fully rough regime, the plots of higher
values of  tends to lie nearer the origin.
We seek further insight into the logarithmic nature of stream-wise fluctuations by fitting rough-
wall cases with the functional form in (39), shown in Fig. 10. The left pane (Fig. 10(a)) shows cases
including smooth, transitional, and fully rough cases, and the right pane (Fig. 10(b)) emphasizes the
asymptotic regime by retaining only fully rough data. The collapse is observed to be improved for
fully rough cases. When including all the cases, the coefficients of (39) are calculated to be (α, β)
= (− 1.63, 0.315), and (α, β) = (− 1.65, 0.322) when only fully rough cases are included.
IV. DISSIPATION
To discuss the dissipation ε we use 〈Q〉, Q, and Q̂ to denote a volume-average over the flow
domain, a plane-average over an (x − z) plane and a time-average, respectively. We consider the full
Navier-Stokes equations for rough-wall channel flow. It is assumed that the bottom wall shape is y
= kl(x, z) and the top wall is y = 2δ + ku(x, z), where both kl(x, z) and ku(x, z) are periodic in x and
z with kl(x, z) = ku(x, z) = 0. It is further assumed that any cross section of the channel normal to
the x-axis has area Ax = Lx Lz that is independent of x so that the channel volume is V = 2 δ Lx Lz .
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FIG. 9. Turbulence statistics in fully rough regime. Open symbols, total components. Solid symbols, subgrid components.
:  = 1 × 10−4, :  = 5 × 10−4, :  = 1 × 10−3,  :  = 2 × 10−3, and ©:  = 5 × 10−3.
The pressure is expressed as
P = G j (t) x j + P ′(x1, x2, x3, t), (40)
∂ P
∂xi
= G j (t)δi j + ∂ P
′
∂xi
, (41)
where x1 ≡ x, x2 ≡ y, x3 ≡ z, Gi (t) is the time-fluctuating mean pressure gradient and P′(x1, x2, x3,
t) is periodic in x1 and x3. It is further assumed that there is no span-wise mean pressure gradient
G3(t) = 0, which was enforced in the present code.
y/δ
u 2
u2τ
(a)
y/δ
u 2
u2τ
(b)
FIG. 10. Stream-wise velocity fluctuation on log-scaled wall-normal distance. (a) Smooth, transitionally rough, and fully
rough regime over full range of Reynolds number. (b) Fully rough regime. Open symbols, total components. Solid symbols,
subgrid components. :  = 5 × 10−4, :  = 1 × 10−3, :  = 2 × 10−3, and :  = 5 × 10−3. Dashed lines indicate the
fitted line according to (39).
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Volume-averaging the Navier-Stokes momentum equations at fixed time t, converting volume
integrals to surface integrals (except for the unsteady term) and using the periodic and no-slip
boundary conditions gives, for the stream-wise momentum equation
∂〈u1〉
∂t
= −G1(t) − u
2
τ
δ
, (42)
where u2τ = τw/ρ and τw is the drag force per unit area averaged over both walls in the sense of (11)
but here extended to a plane-average over both complete channel walls.
The dissipation can be obtained by multiplying the Navier-Stokes equations by ui, taking a
volume integral and again converting volume to surface integrals. Applying boundary conditions
and stream-wise periodicity then leads to
∂〈 12 ui2〉
∂t
= −G1(t) u(in)1 − ε(t), (43)
where u(in)1 is the mean inlet or outlet stream-wise velocity (equal owing to periodicity), and where
ε(t) = 2 ν〈S · S〉 is the volume-averaged dissipation. The first term on the right-hand side is the
pressure work and we note that there is no contribution to this from the generally non-zero but
fluctuating mean span-wise velocity at the channel side planes since G3 = 0, and no contribution
from the wall-normal motions owing to the wall boundary conditions and the co-ordinate-normal
side planes.
Since Ax(x) is constant then from continuity and periodicity of u3, 〈u1〉 ≡ ub(t) = u(in)1 = u(out)1 .
Eliminating G1(t) from (42) and (43) gives
∂
∂t
(
〈1
2
u2〉 − 1
2
〈u1〉2
)
= ub(t) u
2
τ (t)
δ
− ε(t). (44)
We now assume that the channel flow is statistically stationary. The present LES is performed
using constant mass flow in which case ub is independent of time butG1 is time-varying and fluctuates
about a non-zero mean that, from (42) balances the time-averaged wall drag. On taking a long time
average of (44) we obtain
δ ε̂(t)
ub û2τ
= 1, (45)
or alternatively
δ ε̂(t)
u3b
= f
2
. (46)
Equation (45) also applies to the LES equations if ε(t) is replaced by
ε(t) = 〈−Ti j S˜i j + 2 ν S˜i j S˜i j 〉, (47)
where the first and second terms are the subgrid and resolved terms, respectively. Figure 11 shows
the LHS of (45) plotted against Reb, which has been computed from the LES results for various
values of Reynolds number and relative roughness. Included are curves based on the total averaged
dissipation and also those based only on the viscous contribution.
The total averaged dissipation term in (47) accounts for contributions from regions (I–II), be-
tween the actual no-slip walls and the virtual walls, and region (III), the interior LES: see Sec. II D. In
region (III), Eq. (47) is used pointwise and integrated over the channel volume. In regions (I–II) below
the virtual wall,  is estimated by approximating the strain-rate tensor S˜i j and SGS stress Tij as du˜/dy
and −u2τ , respectively, leading to the total dissipation contribution from this region, for one wall∫ h0
0
(−Ti j S˜i j + 2 ν S˜i j S˜i j) dy = ∫ h0
0
(
u2τ
d u˜
d y
+ ν
2
(
d u˜
d y
)2)
dy. (48)
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Reb
δ ε(t)
ubu2τ
FIG. 11. Left-hand side of (45) at various values of roughness  and Reynolds number Reτ . LES results are for {: 0, 1 ×
10−4, 1 × 10−3, 5 × 10−3} and {Reτ : 2 × 103, 2 × 104, 2 × 105, 2 × 106, 2 × 107, 2 × 108} . Open symbols denote
resolved contributions. Closed symbols denote both subgrid and resolved contributions. Symbol legend:  :  = 0, ©: 
= 1 × 10−4, :  = 1 × 10−3, and :  = 5 × 10−3.
While the first term of the integral in the RHS of (48) has the closed form u2τ u |h0 , the second
term is calculated by performing piece-wise integrals over the extent of the linear and log-profiles
of mean velocity. The integrands are calculated from the LES using dynamically calculated values
of the slip velocity, friction velocity, and local Ka´rma´n constant at each wall point. The integrals
share a common integration bound, which is calculated as the intercept of the two profiles. Since
the log-profile is based on the log law with the Colebrook formula, the intercept varies with  and
Reτ , and thus it is computed through a process of equating the linear relation and the log-relation
for each combination of  and Reτ . In cases where the intercept does not have real solutions (k+ >
14 approximately), the location where the linear and log-profiles are tangent to each other is used
as the common integration bound value.
While the region under the virtual wall occupies only 0.5% of δ, it in fact accounts for some
60%–70% of the total dissipation. In Fig. 11, the total calculated dissipation scaled on ub〈û2τ 〉
is approximately independent of Reb for all smooth and rough-wall cases. When scaled on u3b,
agreement with (46) is similar to that displayed in Fig. 11. If the limit Reτ → ∞ is taken holding
ub fixed with ν → 0 then, since the LES and the empirical Moody diagram both support f → 0 for
 = 0, it follows that ε̂(t) → 0 in this limit.
V. FLOW VISUALIZATIONS
Figure 12 illustrates a color visualization of the local normalized velocity˜u(x, y)/Uc on a
wall-normal x–y plane at different roughness heights and at Reτ = 2 × 106. Similarly, Fig. 13 shows
the modified velocity deficit K (1 −˜u (x, y)/uc). Notable in Fig. 12 is that, while the normalized
velocities appear similar near the centerline for all the roughness levels, they are distinctly lower
towards the wall when larger roughness is present. This is indicative of increased wall shear stress
due to wall roughness. In contrast, this reduction is absent from Fig. 13 in which the roughness-
corrected velocity deficit appears largely independent of . Recall from Sec. III D that the velocity
deficit profiles collapse in the high Reynolds number asymptotic limit.
Again at Reτ = 2 × 106, Fig. 14 shows the instantaneous and locally determined square of
the friction velocity u2τ /u2τ plotted on the bottom physical wall. Note that the color-bar legends are
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
FIG. 12. Local velocity normalized by centerline velocity˜u(x, y)/Uc , Reτ = 2 × 106. Roughness heights from the lower to
upper panes are, respectively, /δ = 0, 1 × 10−4, 1 × 10−3, 5 × 10−3.
distinct for each plot. By choosing the color-bars to be centered at the mean of each sub-plot data
set, the upper and lower bounds can be selected to represent two standard deviations on either side of
the mean to highlight the spread of the data. The PDF of u2τ (x, y)/u2τ is shown in Fig. 15(a), where
we observe that the spread of the data broadens with increasing roughness. In addition, the long
stream-wise oriented streak-like structures in the smooth-wall case (lowest pane) are shortened with
increasing roughness. The DNS results of Orlandi and Leonardi34 showed a shortening of near-wall
(y+ ≈ 12) vorticity streaks for several wall roughness types of a 2D and 3D nature. They attribute
this effect to the increased intensity of turbulent disturbances produced by the roughness compared
to a smooth wall. Their roughness height was 20% of the half channel height, with k+ ≈ 10, making
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 13. Local velocity deficit K (1 −˜u (x, y)/uc), Reτ = 2 × 106. Roughness heights from the lower to upper panes are,
respectively, k/δ = 1 × 10−4, 1 × 10−3, and 5 × 10−3.
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FIG. 14. Distribution of u2τ /u2τ on the bottom wall. (a)  = 5 × 10−3, (b)  = 1 × 10−3, (c)  = 1 × 10−4, and (d) smooth
( = 0).
it difficult to make any direct comparisons with the present results. In a separate DNS study, Flores
and Jime´nez35 observed length-reduction of near-wall streaks and explained the phenomenon as a
result of the disturbed near-wall cycle in the buffer-layer caused by the dynamics of the roughness
sublayer, where the layer typically extends to 2–5 times the roughness height. However, our virtual
wall locates above the buffer layer and the relation of the observed streak-like structures to the
near-wall cycle is unclear. Finally, the instantaneous friction factor fields, f (x, y) = 2 u2τ (x, y)/u2b
on the bottom wall are discussed. Owing to our simulation conditions wherein the mass flow is kept
constant, the instantaneous contours of friction factor (not shown) and u2τ /u2τ (Fig. 14) show inherent
differences in the contour levels but otherwise identical profiles at each roughness level. However,
it is apparent in the PDF of the friction factor shown in Fig. 15(b) that the mean value of friction
factor is not constant and increases with , which is expected of the rough-wall cases as seen in the
friction factor plot (Fig. 2).
VI. DISCUSSION
The results of the present LES agree well with empirical models of the mean-flow velocity
and skin friction at large Reτ and support a stream-wise turbulence intensity that scales on u2τ with
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FIG. 15. Probability density function of (a) friction velocity and (b) friction factor for Reτ = 2 × 106 and  = 0, 1
× 10−4, 1 × 10−3, and 5 × 10−3.
logarithmic variation in the outer flow (y/δ) for both the smooth and rough-wall cases, consistent
with Townsend’s hypothesis.22 We therefore use these results to explore the limit Reτ → ∞ for both
rough and smooth-wall channel flow. For the mean velocity, using (31)(
ub
uc
)
= − log(1 + α  Reτ ) + κ (B + K1) + log(Reτ ) − 1− log(1 + α  Reτ ) + κ (B + K2) + log(Reτ ) , (49)
K1 = 
κ
∫ 1
0
W(ξ ) dξ, K2 = 
κ
W(1), (50)
where uc is the mean centerline velocity. If  is fixed and Reτ → ∞, this has the limit
lim
Reτ→∞
(
ub
uc
)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
κ (B + K1) − 1 − log(α )
κ (B + K2) − log(α ) for  = 0
1 for  = 0,
(51)
which suggests limiting plug-flow for the smooth-wall case.
If it is further assumed that, for 0 ≤   1, the planar-time averaged stream-wise turbulence
intensity is bounded above by (39) for 0 ≤ y/δ ≤ 1, that is, u′2/u2τ nowhere in the channel exceeds
the right-side of (39), then the ratio of the total stream-wise turbulence intensity to the square of the
bulk velocity in the channel flow is bounded by
〈u′2〉
u2b
= u
′2
u2τ
u2τ
u2b
= f
2
(
β + |α| +
∫ 1
0
T (η) dη
)
. (52)
Here, we use 〈 〉 to denote the temporal and volumetric average over the flow domain. Since, for
 = 0, f → 0 when Reτ → ∞ and the integral is expected to be finite, then this is asymptotically
zero for  = 0. For any small but finite  the volume-averaged, stream-wise turbulence intensity is
expected to remain finite and to scale on f. Substituting (33) into the right-hand side of (52) gives an
approximation for the limiting, average stream-wise turbulent intensity directly in terms of .
We note that the present LES cannot resolve the near wall region. The above discussion does
not preclude, that for  = 0, there exists an inner layer of small thickness, where, for example,
u′2/u2b could remain finite. When  = 0 in wall-bounded turbulent flow, it is well known that
u′2/u2τ has a maximum at around y+ = 15. Experimental studies have indicated, at sufficiently
large Reτ in pipe flow, a second maximum for u′2/u2τ further from the wall.12, 53 McKeon and
Sharma54 use a critical-layer argument to infer y+II ∼ Re2/3τ for pipe flow while Alfredson et al.55
suggest y+II = Re0.56τ . Let us assume a second peak at y+II = A1 Reaτ , where A1 is constant and 0 ≤ a
< 1. It then follows that yII/δ = A1 Rea−1τ , so that yII/δ → 0, for Reτ → ∞ with  = 0. This is not
resolved by the present LES. If however, it is assumed that this peak peels off below (39) at y ∼ yII,
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then a simple calculation gives the stream-wise turbulent intensity at the second peak as
u′2II
u2τ
= A2 log(Reτ ) + B2, (53)
where A2 and B2 are constants. Using that, for  = 0, ub/uτ ∼ κ−1 log(Reτ ) +O(1), supported by
the present LES in Fig. 2 up to Reb = O(1010), then the ratio
u′2II
u2b
∼ 1/ log(Reτ ), (54)
and so → 0 when Reτ → ∞. This simple analysis suggests that, when Reτ → ∞, even though the
maximum stream-wise intensity (assuming that this is at yII) becomes unbounded relative to uτ , it
is asymptotically zero relative to the outer bulk motion.
For rough-wall flow  > 0, then when Reτ → ∞, k+s∞ → ∞ and all quantities approach finite
limits that depend on f and are independent of Reτ . The present LES, however, uses the Hama
roughness function within the wall model. We cannot rule out the possibility that, for resolved-scale
wall shapes of small slopes for which  > 0 and k+s → ∞ but there is no local separation, then a
smooth-wall-like limit at Reτ → ∞ may be appropriate.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our approach to simulate rough-wall channel flows in LES, with subgrid roughness, was to
implement the stretched vortex SGS model in the outer region and the Chung and Pullin7 wall model
was extended using the Hama correction in the near-wall region. The outer LES calculation required
no direct modifications. The wall model contained two features that were both affected by roughness;
first, the stream-wise momentum equation was combined with roughness-corrected inner scaling,
leading to an ODE to be solved numerically and dynamically for the local uτ at each point on the
wall. Hence both uτ and k+s∞ are determined dynamically. With uτ available and assuming that the
near-wall region contains attached eddies,45 the velocity profile in the near-wall region was obtained
as a log-relation for smooth walls, which was then corrected for roughness to finally be evaluated at
the flat lifted virtual wall and used as a wall boundary condition for the outer LES. When applied
to both the ODE and log-relation, these roughness corrections employed the Colebrook formula,
which expresses the downward shift of velocity profiles as a function of geometric roughness using
wall units. The explicit form of the roughness function in this simulation is a model input and it
is possible to employ any given roughness function of the form U+(k+s∞) or that which can take
discrete multi-scale roughness as inputs, that is U+(k+s1, k+s2, k+s3, . . .).
Our LES captured fully developed rough-channel flow in both transitionally rough and fully
rough regimes, reaching the maximum bulk velocity based Reynolds number Reb of order 1010. Our
LES results produced a Moody-like diagram for fully developed channel flow including transitionally
and fully rough regimes, which showed favorable agreement with an empirical formula obtained
from the log law also with the Colebrook roughness correction. The inner-scaled mean velocity
profiles showed collapse on constant values of Reτ and were shifted downwards compared to the
smooth-wall case by an amount depending on k+s∞. The LES and empirical relation (31) were in
agreement for each value of Reτ . The mean velocity profile was also plotted in the outer-scaled
deficit form. In the fully rough regime, it collapsed well onto the universal velocity deficit profile
obtained by taking the high Reynolds number limit of the empirical relation, providing a means of
empirically acquiring ks∞ in a given geometry.
The turbulent statistics consisted of the mean fluctuations of each velocity component as
well as the Reynolds shear stress. When including both transitionally and fully rough regimes,
weak dependencies on Reynolds numbers were observed for all the cases. Within the fully rough
regime, however, improvements in collapse were observed for the velocity fluctuations. At very
large Reynolds number the stream-wise turbulence intensities scaled well on u2τ and δ for both
smooth and rough-wall flows with particularly good collapse for the smooth-wall case. This is
in broad agreement with Townsend’s hypothesis. Further, for both smooth-wall and rough-wall
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flow in the fully rough regime, the stream-wise turbulence intensities are well described by a
log (y/δ)-profile across almost all of the resolved, outer part of the channel flow. An assumption that
these intensities are bounded everywhere by the log-profile leads to the conclusion that the average
stream-wise turbulence intensity is proportional to the friction factor. When Reb is extremely large
this suggests that the total turbulence intensity approaches a finite value, approximated by (33) for
finite roughness, and zero for smooth-wall flow. The dissipation is also proportional to the friction
factor and, when scaled with outer variables, becomes independent of Reb when Reb is extremely
large. The constant of proportionality is asymptotically zero for smooth-wall flow.
The above suggests that, for the smooth-wall case, the infinite Reb limit is inviscid slip flow
without turbulence across almost the whole channel. In this scenario, the near-wall motion associated
with uτ and its fluctuations decline relative to the centerline velocity as the Reynolds number
increases. The detailed small-scale physics of this attenuation are certainly of interest but are beyond
the scope of this work. The indicated infinite Reynolds number limit for rough-wall channel flow
shows a universal, roughness corrected mean-velocity deficit profile together with stream-wise
turbulence intensities and total energy dissipation that both scale on the finite friction factor.
Although the present method treats only subgrid roughness, extension to combinations of
subgrid roughness together with roughness of order the near-wall grid scale are expected to be
straightforward through the implementation of a modified wall-normal velocity proportional to the
product of the local slip velocity and the local roughness slope. Owing to the locally dynamic method
for calculating the wall friction velocity, the present formulation is not restricted to channel or pipe
flow and can, without modification be used to extend smooth-wall LES to include subgrid roughness
with and without8 pressure gradients.
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